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Tuning thermal transport in Si nanowires by
isotope engineering†
Miquel Royo and Riccardo Rurali*
We study thermal transport in isotopically disordered Si nanowires, discussing the feasibility of phonon
engineering for thermoelectric applications within these systems. To this purpose, we carry out
atomistic molecular dynamics and nonequilibrium Green’s function calculations to characterize the
dependence of the thermal conductance as a function of the isotope concentration, isotope radial
distribution and temperature. We show that a reduction of the conductivity of up to 20% can be
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achieved with suitable isotope blends at room temperature and approximately 50% at low temperature.
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disordered nanowire roughly behaves like a low-pass filter, as isotope impurities are transparent for

Interestingly, precise control of the isotope composition or radial distribution is not needed. An isotope
long wave-length acoustic phonons, while only mid- and high-frequency optical phonons undergo
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significant scattering.

In the quest for renewable energy sources, thermoelectricity is
one of the most appealing alternatives and has long been
sought for.1–5 Heat is the most pervasive form that energy takes
in our world, but regretfully is also the one that we are less able
to govern. As a matter of fact, despite its ubiquitous nature,
heat is normally related to the concept of dissipation and is
regarded as a source of loss. The conversion of heat into electricity
is possibly the ideal paradigm of a clean energy source: heat is
freely available and is often the product of other energy conversion processes, such as the friction within the bearings of a
mechanical engine or Joule heating in an electric circuit.
The thermoelectric eﬃciency of a semiconductor is given by
the dimensionless figure of merit:
s
ZT ¼ S 2 T ;
k

(1)

where S is the Seebeck coeﬃcient, T is the temperature, and
s and k are electrical and thermal conductivity. Hence, an
eﬃcient thermoelectric device simultaneously requires a high
s and a low k. Unfortunately, however, the electrical and the
thermal conductivities are magnitudes that normally exhibit a
high degree of correlation and any attempt at increasing s leads
to an increase in k and vice versa. Semiconducting nanowires6,7
have been proved to be a promising platform for such kinds of
applications, because phonons can be scattered oﬀ the surface,
while electrons are mostly confined to one-dimensional motion
along the conductor axis.8 It follows that, as the conductor
size shrinks down, surface scattering becomes increasingly
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important for phonon mobility, pushing it down, while electrical
conductivity will be mostly preserved, thus partially decoupling s
and k. Indeed, a ZT value around 1 was reported for Si nanowires
(an approximately 100-fold improvement over bulk Si).9,10
A textbook approach to further increase ZT of a semiconductor involves isotope blends, either disordered or in the
form of ordered superlattices. Isotopes have diﬀerent masses, but
the same electron shell configuration. Therefore, the electrical
conductivity, s, is preserved, while – as by adding different
isotopes one is adding scattering centers for the incoming
phonons – k will decrease, leading to the corresponding
increase of ZT. However, controlling the isotopic composition
of a material is challenging and this strategy is normally
implemented with SiGe alloys: Ge has an atomic mass that is
roughly 2.5 times larger than Si and the same valence electron
shell. Yet, as demonstrated in a recent study, the effect of Ge
impurities on the electrical conductivity cannot be completely
neglected.11 To date, there have been only a few theoretical
studies on the effect of the isotopic composition of nanowires
and they are restricted to idealized structures, namely relying
on very small computational cells where realistic disorder
cannot be described12 or to ordered superlattices whose practical realization is very challenging.13
Isotope engineering can be a powerful paradigm to manipulate
some of the important physical properties of semiconducting
nanowires and exploit them in innovative device structures.14–17
Recently, Mukherjee and coworkers18 reported an unprecedented
control of isotope concentration and distribution in Si nanowires. Raman nanothermometry measurements yield thermal
conductivities considerably lower than in isotope purified
nanowires of similar diameter. In this article we carry out
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atomistic molecular dynamics and nonequilibrium Green’s
function calculations of Si nanowires with isotopic disorder
and study the dependence of their thermal conductivity on the
isotope concentration, isotope radial distribution and temperature. We show that reductions of the thermal conductivity in
the 20–50% range can be achieved, depending on the operation
temperature.

Computational methods
We perform approach-to-equilibrium molecular dynamics (AEMD)
calculations.19 This method, extensively described in the ESI† and
by Melis and coworkers,20 consists in driving the system to a
suitable nonequilibrium condition and then studying the transient
that takes it to equilibrium. In this work we use a velocity rescaling
algorithm to equilibrate half of the system to a temperature
T0 + DT/2 and half of the system to T0  DT/2. After a long
enough equilibration, all temperature constraints are released
and the system is left free to evolve microcanonically and reach
equilibrium at T0. The time dependence of the temperature
diﬀerence between the two halves can be fitted to the analytical
solution of the heat equation. One of the fitting parameters is
the thermal diﬀusivity, k which in turn gives the thermal
conductivity as k = rCvk, where r is the atomic density and
Cv is the specific heat capacity; the latter is renormalized to
include quantum corrections. The energy and the forces are
calculated within the environment-dependent interatomic
potential (EDIP).21 The full simulation protocol plus additional
details of the AEMD calculations can be found in the ESI.†
We also perform nonequilibrium Green’s function (NEGF)
calculations in the harmonic approximation. There the NW is
partitioned into a scattering region (channel) and two reservoirs (contacts) that are held at a constant temperature. We
compute the key magnitude in the NEGF approach, the phonon
transmission function, X(o), from which we estimate the
thermal conductance of the system in the limit of small
temperature diﬀerence with the Landauer formula,
GðTÞ ¼

h2
2pkB T 2

ð1
0

ho


doo2 XðoÞ

ekB T
ho

ekB T

2 ;
1

(2)

where the last quotient of exponential functions stems from the
temperature derivative of the Bose–Einstein phonon distribution function.
In order to obtain X(o), we need to calculate first the Green’s
function of the semi-infinite contacts, which we do by means of
an eﬃcient iterative method.22 Then, the eﬀect of the contacts
is incorporated into the channel Green’s function as a selfenergy correction. As for the AEMD calculations, we use the
EDIP potential to obtain the force-constant matrix elements
necessary for the NEGF calculations. The formulas employed to
calculate Green’s functions and the phonon transmission are
standard and can be found elsewhere,23,24 a detailed description of the methodology employed here is presented in the ESI†
for the sake of completeness.
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Dependence of j on the composition
The first goal of this work was characterizing the dependence of
the thermal conductivity on the degree of isotope purity. We
studied 28Six30Si1x NWs with x varying from 0 to 1 (which
correspond to 30Si and 28Si isotope purified NWs, respectively).
This is the same isotope blend used in recent experiments.18
Similar to other molecular dynamics techniques,25 a converged estimate of the thermal conductivity by means of the
approach-to-equilibrium methodology employed here requires
very large simulation cells, which are often beyond current
computational capabilities. Not only these cells must be large
enough to fit all the long wavelength phonons whose contribution
to thermal transport is not negligible; they must also account
properly for the anharmonic phonon–phonon scattering, i.e. they
must be larger than the phonon mean free path. An effective
workaround consists in performing a series of calculations in
increasingly long nanowires and studying 1/k as a function of 1/Lz.
If the simulation cells considered are sufficiently large, the
dependence is linear25 and it is easy to extrapolate the value
of k for an infinitely long nanowire (1/Lz - 0). We followed
this procedure for each of the blends considered, studying
90, 180, 450, and 900 nm long NWs with a diameter of 10 nm
(see Fig. 1a for the k1(Lz1) dependence of a subset of the
values of x considered). For this set of calculations T0 and DT
are fixed at 300 K and 200 K, respectively.
Because of the intrinsically random nature of the isotope
distribution, for the 90 nm and the 180 nm 28Si0.430Si0.6 NW we
generated four independent samples and calculated the thermal
conductivity for each of them to assess to what extent k depended
on the specific realization of a given blend. We obtained
variations in the thermal conductivity of at most 1.5% (standard deviations of 0.05 and 0.02 for the 90 and 180 nm NW,
respectively) and thus concluded that the sample-to-sample
fluctuations of k can be neglected. Notice that these fluctuations will further decrease in the longer NWs. Therefore, unless
where noted, our calculations of the thermal conductivity refer
to an individual, randomly generated structure for each isotope
blend and NW length.
The results of the dependence of k on the isotope composition are summarized in Fig. 1b. This figure conveys a couple
of interesting indications. The first is quantitative: suitable
isotope blends result in a decrease of B20% of the thermal
conductivity with respect to the isotope purified NWs. The
second is that such a decrease does not depend on the exact ratio
of Si28 and Si30 isotopes: as long as x falls in the 0.3–0.6 range, the
thermal conductivity has approximately the same value. A similar
dependence has been previously reported for Si1xGex alloys.26–28
This is an important result, because it means that to achieve
the maximum decrease of k a precise control of the isotope
composition is not needed.
The thermal conductivity accumulation function (TCAF),
defined as the ratio between k(Lz) and its extrapolated value
for Lz - N, is plotted in Fig. 1c for some of the blends
considered and for the isotope purified NWs. The TCAF provides
valuable information about the phonon mean free path (MFP)
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Fig. 1 (a) Dependence of k on Lz in 28Six30Si1x NWs for a subset of the concentrations x investigated. Extrapolating k1(Lz1) for Lz1 - 0 gives an
estimate of k for an infinitely large computational cell. (b) k of a 28Six30Si1x NW as a function of the composition. (c) Thermal conductivity accumulation
function for the values of x selected in panel (a). The inset shows a zoom of the curves in the indicated region.

contribution to the thermal conductivity. By looking at the value of
Lz for which the TCAF is, say, 0.5, we know that half of the thermal
conductivity is built up by phonons with MFP up to Lz, because
they can be described by computational cells of that length. We
compared the TCAF for all the isotope blends studied and the
isotope purified NWs. It is easy to see that, in general, the same
amount of thermal conductivity is accounted for by phonons with
shorter MFP in NWs with isotope blends (see the inset of Fig. 1c
for this analysis at TCAF = 0.9). Notice that the diﬀerences tend to
vanish for x = 0.40.6, in agreement with the trend of k(x), which
is minimum in the same concentration range.
Next, we performed a series of calculations where we varied
the equilibrium temperature. The two halves of the system are
still equilibrated at T0 + DT/2 and T0  DT/2, with DT = 200 K
like previously described, but T0 now goes from 150 to 500. In
these calculations we restricted to 28Si0.530Si0.5 and an isotope
purified 28Si NW of length 180 nm. The results, plotted in
Fig. 2, show the expected increase of k with temperature due to
the increment in phonon population, followed by its decrease,
as a result of increased phonon–phonon scattering, for both
wires. However, this decrease is more pronounced for the
28
Si NW (the inset of Fig. 2), so that anharmonic scattering,

Fig. 2 Dependence of k on temperature in a 28Six30Si1x NW for x = 0.5
and x = 1. Inset: Reduction of k by isotope engineering as a function
of temperature.
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more efficient at higher temperatures, attenuates the reduction
of k by isotope scattering.
We expect these results to be qualitatively valid at larger
diameters as well. Even going beyond a pure Matthiessen’s
rule picture of thermal transport, where the diﬀerent scattering
mechanisms operate in parallel, the possible coupling between
the lifetime of boundary scattering (the one that changes when
the diameter increases) and the lifetime of scattering with impurities (isotopes, in our case) should yield very minor corrections.

Harmonic scattering by NEGF
The molecular dynamics calculations discussed thus far have
the advantage that all orders of anharmonicity of phonon–
phonon scattering are naturally included. Their accuracy is only
limited by the reliability of the potential and by the fact that the
dynamics is classic, thus at low temperatures quantum effects
cannot be neglected. Yet, we partially account for the latter
effect by renormalizing the specific heat capacity (see the ESI†).
NEGF provides a complementary description valid in the low
temperature regime: the phonon population is described by
a Bose–Einstein distribution, the proper quantum statistics,
and anharmonic effects, which are not accounted for, can be
neglected. Most importantly, within this approach it is straightforward to track the behavior of phonons in a given frequency
range and see where the reduction of thermal conductivity
originates from.
Due to huge computational eﬀort required to calculate the
force-constant matrix and then the transmission function in
NWs of the same size of those considered in the molecular
dynamics study, we have carried out these calculations in a
thinner NW. Our case study is a 3 nm thick NW with 28Si
contacts and a central 28Six30Si1x scattering region with x = 1
(homogeneous 28Si NW, no scattering), 0.6 and 0.3. See the ESI†
for a sketch of the computational setup.
In the absence of scattering centers, i.e. within a perfect,
homogeneous medium, the vibrational eigenstates of the 28Si
NW transmit with probability equal to one and the conductance
only depends on the number of phonon bands at that energy
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(see, e.g., the frequency transfer function in Fig. 3b). A substitutional isotope defect does not distort the host lattice, thus
scattering mostly comes from short wavelength phonons. These
results are in qualitative agreement with previous reports
of isotope scattering in BN nanotubes, which also highlighted
the role of optical phonon scattering,15 and suggest that isotope
engineering can be used to implement a phonon low-pass
filter that mostly suppresses midrange and high phonon
frequencies. This eﬀect is expected to be more important as
one increases the length of the scattering region and
approaches a diﬀusive regime.14
The computed conductance as a function of temperature is
shown in Fig. 3c. In the harmonic approximation the reduction
is even larger than in our AEMD results and is about 50%. We
have already shown that increasing the temperature, i.e. the
anharmonic eﬀects, results in a lower decrease of k upon the
introduction of isotope disorder. Accordingly, a full suppression
of anharmonicity yields the largest reduction of the thermal
conductance. Notice that also within a NEGF description the
dependence on the composition is almost negligible (Fig. 3c).

Dependence of j on the radial
distribution

Fig. 3 (a) Phonon transmission of a 28Six30Si1x NW for x = 0.3 and x = 0.6
compared to the case of a homogeneous 28Si NW. (b) Frequency transfer
function of the isotope blends of panel (a) showing that 30Si isotopes are
transparent (F(o) = 1) for the low-frequency phonons of a 28Si NW.
(c) Thermal conductance as a function of temperature calculated plugging
the transmission function of panel (a) into eqn (2).

(black line in Fig. 3a). The addition of impurities, a random
distribution of substitutional 30Si atoms in our case, results
in a degradation of the phonon transmission, which in turn
depends on the elastic scattering that each phonon of the
28
Si NW suﬀers (blue and red lines in Fig. 3a).
Because of their higher group velocity, acoustic phonons
carry most of the heat, and the contribution of optical phonons is
even disregarded within the crudest models of heat transport.
When a sizable reduction of the thermal conductivity is observed,
it is then natural to assume that acoustic phonons undergo a
strong scattering. Isotope scattering does not work in this way:
acoustic phonons are almost unaﬀected and it is the scattering
suﬀered by optical phonons with o 4 20 THz that is almost
entirely responsible for the reduction of thermal conductance

This journal is © the Owner Societies 2016

In the last part of our study we address explicitly the eﬀect that
a nonuniform radial profile of the isotope distribution has
on the thermal conductivity. This radial distribution, with
accumulation of light isotopes at the surface and heavy isotopes
at the core, was observed by Mukherjee and coworkers18 in
their experiments and was attributed to specific features of
the Au catalyzed vapor–liquid–solid growth of the nanowires.
Preliminary analysis carried out in the same group indicates
that the isotopes are uniformly distributed in Al-catalyzed Si
NWs,29 thus suggesting that the radial distribution of the
isotopes can be controlled, at least to some extent, by selecting
the catalytic nanoparticle.
We generate samples of 28Six30Si1x NWs, with an overall
content of 28Si x = 0.4, but with the following isotope distribution: for r o 1.5 nm, x = 0.25; for 1.5 nm o r o 3.75 nm,
x grows linearly from 0.25 to 0.55; for 3.75 nm o r o R, x = 0.55,

Fig. 4 Radial profiles of a 28Si0.430Si0.6 NW similar to those of ref. 18.
(a) Uniform distribution and (b) accumulation of heavy isotopes in the
wire core.
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Fig. 5 k as a function of Lz for the radial distributions of Fig. 4. The insets
show the dispersion for the shorter wires where we calculated k in four
independently generated samples. The thermal conductivity of an isotope
purified 29Si NW, like the one used for comparison in ref. 18, is also shown.
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purified 28Si or 30Si wires as long as 0.3 o x o 0.6; the
reduction of the thermal conductivity tends to become less
eﬃcient as the temperature is increased. At low temperature,
on the other hand, where anharmonic eﬀects can be neglected,
the decrease of the thermal conductivity can be as large as 50%.
The radial distribution of the isotope content, reported in
recent experiments, does not yield a measurable diﬀerence in
the thermal conductivity, which only depends on the overall
concentration and on the temperature. Low-frequency acoustic
phonons are transparent to isotope disorder and scattering
aﬀects exclusively mid- and high-frequency optical phonons.
We expect that these results, together with the unprecedented
control of isotope composition of Si nanowires recently
achieved,18 will stimulate a thorough experimental verification
of these predictions and will possibly pave the way to the
engineering of novel thermoelectric devices.

Acknowledgements
where r is the radial coordinate and R is the NW radius. We
compare these results with wires with the same overall isotopic
composition, x = 0.4, but with a uniform radial distribution
(see Fig. 4). The isotope purified NW used as a reference by
Mukherjee and coworkers was a 29Si NW, and we calculated its
thermal conductivity as well. The estimate of k follows the same
procedure described above and relies on the linear extrapolation of four calculated values of k(Lz), with Lz varying from 90 to
900 nm (see Fig. 5). k(Lz) of the shorter wires (Lz = 90 and
180 nm), where, as discussed above, the variability is a more
important eﬀect, was averaged over four independently generated samples. We obtain values of k of both radial distributions, 14.6 and 14.9 W m1 s1, within the uncertainties of the
calculation, a reduction of B22% with respect to the isotope
purified 29Si NW.18 The nonuniform mixing of 28Si and 30Si
during the growth was suggested to be responsible for the
excess broadening of the Raman spectra of the 28Six30Si1x
NWs. Nevertheless, our calculations suggest that such a nonuniform mixing does not translate into a sizable variation of the
thermal conductivity.
The nanowires used in the experiments of ref. 18 have a
larger diameter than those considered here, thus we cannot
rule that measurable diﬀerences in k for diﬀerent radial isotope
distributions emerge for thicker wires. However, this does not
seem likely. Nanowires with a radial concentration profile like that
of Fig. 4b can be seen as coaxial structures with a 28Si0.2530Si0.75
core and a 28Si0.5530Si0.45 shell (and a transition region of 1.5 nm
between the two). We have shown that 28Six30Si1x NWs with
x = 0.25 and x = 0.55 have roughly the same thermal conductivity
(see Fig. 1b), thus it is not unexpected that radial distributions of
the kind of Fig. 4b result in values of k that are similar to the case
of a radially uniform profile with the same overall composition.
This behavior is thus not expected to exhibit a sizable dependence on the nanowire diameter.
In summary, we have studied thermal transport in isotopically
disordered Si NWs. We have shown that the thermal conductivity
in 28Six30Si1x NWs decreases of B20% with respect to isotope
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